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The optimal path cover problem is to find a minimum number of vertex disjoint paths which 
together cover all the vertices of the graph. In this paper, we present linear-time algorithms for the 
optimal path cover problem for the class of block graphs and bipartite permutation graphs. 
1. Introduction 
The optimal path cover problem is to find a minimum number of vertex disjoint 
paths which together cover all the vertices of the graph. Finding an optimal path cover 
for an arbitrary graph is known to be NP-complete [3]. However, polynomial-time 
algorithms exist for trees [4], cacti [4] and for interval graphs [9]. The solution 
presented in [2] for circular-arc graphs is known to be wrong. In this paper, we 
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present linear-time algorithms for finding an optimal path cover on bipartite permu- 
tation graphs and block graphs. The path cover problem finds applications in 
establishing ring protocols, code optimization, and mapping parallel programs to 
parallel architectures [4]. 
2. Bipartite permutation graphs 
In this section, we assume that the given graph G = (S, T, E) is a bipartite permuta- 
tion graph [6], where S, Tare the partite sets of the graph G. 
Definition 2.1. A stvony ordering of the vertices of a bipartite graph G = (S, T, E) 
consists of an ordering of S and an ordering of T such that for all (s, t), (s’, t’) in E, s < s’ 
and f > t’ imply that (s, t’), (s’, t)EE. 
Lemma 2.2 (Spinrad et al. [7]). Let G=(S, T,E) be a bipartite graph. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) G is a bipartite permutation graph. 
(2) There is a strong ordering qf vertices of G. 
2.1. Optimal put11 cover in bipartite permutation graphs 
Definition 2.3. Let G be a bipartite permutation graph. A path cover (PI, P2,. . . , Pk) 
on G is said to be contiguous if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1) If s is the only vertex in Pi and if s’ < s < s”, then s’ and s” belong to different 
paths. 
(2) If st is an edge in Pi and s’t’ is an edge in Pj, where i #j and s < s’, then t < t’. 
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a bipartite permutation graph. Then there exists a contiguous path 
cover for G which is optimal. 
Proof. We will convert an arbitrary optimal path cover P into a contiguous optimal 
path cover as follows: We consider the two conditions in Definition 2.3 separately. 
(1) Let s’, s, s” be the vertices not satisfying condition 1. Without loss of generality, 
assume that s’,s” are closest to s from the right and left in the ordering of S in some 
path Pj of P. Let s’-t-s” be the subpath of Pj. From Definition 2.1, t is adjacent to s. 
Connect t with s and remove the connection between t and s” in the path cover. By 
repeating this procedure, we get an optimal path cover satisfying condition 1. 
(2) Let st and s’t’, respectively, be the edges in Pi and Pj of P, not satisfying 
condition 2. From Definition 2.1, we know that st’ and s’t are in E. Remove the edges 
st and s’t’ from the path cover and replace them with st’ and s’t. We get two new paths 
Pi and Pi’ which cover the same vertices as Pi and Pj. By repeating this for all pairs of 
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edges which do not satisfy condition 2, we get an optimal path cover which satisfies 
condition 2. 
Hence, we can convert an arbitrary optimal path cover into a contiguous optimal 
path cover. 0 
Remark 2.5. Let S=S,,S~, ,sIsI and T=t,, tz, . . . , tlTl be the vertices of S and Tin 
the strong ordering of G. Note that a contiguous path P starting with a vertex SiES will 
be of the form P.~.s. CL 1 r+lrj+l ... k I k+l s t (s ), where 1 <i<k<lSI, 1 <j<r<lTI. This 
follows from the proof given in [7] for the Hamiltonian path. In other words, P covers 
Si,Si+l )..., skandtj,tj+l,..., r. t A similar remark holds for contiguous paths starting 
from a vertex in T. 
LetP=sitjsi+ltj+l ..f t, _ 1 s,(t,) be a path in G. P is said to be extendable on right, or 
simply extendable, if P ends with t, and tls,+, E E or P ends with s, and s,tlEE. We say 
that a path is a maximul path if it is not possible to extend the path on the right. Note 
that each optimal path cover can be converted into an optimal path cover in which 
each path is a maximal path. We say that an optimal contiguous path cover 
P = PI, PI, . , Pk is a maximum optimul path cocer if each Pi covers maximum number 
of vertices in V-{P,uP~u~~~uP,_,}. 
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a bipartite permutation graph. Then there exists a contiguous path 
cover for G which is an optimal muximum puth cocer. 
Proof. Let P = PI, Pz, , P,. be an optimal maximal path cover for G. We will convert 
this path cover into an optimal path cover in which each path is a maximum path. Let 
Pk=SifjSi+1 ... .s,tl be the first path in P which is not a maximum path. Without loss of 
generality, assume that Pk ends in a t vertex. Then the maximum path P; will be of the 
form P;=tjSi . tlS,tl+lS,+1 . t,(s,.). If the path Pk+ 1 starts from s,+ 1 then we can 
replace Pk and Pk + 1 with Pi and Pi + , , where Pi + 1 = Pk + 1 -Pi. If Pi + 1 starts from 
the vertex t,+ 1 then P; with replace Pa and P k+ 1, which will contradict the optimality. 
By repeating the procedure for all non maximum paths, we can get an optimal path 
cover in which each path is a maximum path. 0 
Algorithm 1 
(1) Mark all vertices in S and T as not visited. Let P=@. 
(2) While all the vertices are not visited Do 
(2.1) Let s and t be the first vertices in S and T which are not visited. 
(2.2) Let P, and P, be the maximal paths starting from s and t, respectively. 
Q = Maximum of P, and P,. 
(2.3) P-PuQ. 
(2.4) Mark all vertices in Q as visited. 
End while. 
(3) output P. 
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Theorem 2.7. Algorithm 1 outputs an optimal path cover. 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 2.6. 0 
Complexity. Strong ordering of the given bipartite permutation graph can be found 
in linear time [7]. Note that each vertex is examined atmost twice. Hence, Algorithm 
1 runs in O(n+m) time. For other details, refer to [S]. 
Theorem 2.8. The optimal path cover problem can be solved in linear time for the class of 
bipartite permutation graphs. 0 
3. Block graphs 
A block of a graph is a maximal biconnected subgraph of the graph. A vertex u of 
a connected graph G is a cut vertex if G - L’ is disconnected. A block graph is a graph in 
which each block is a complete graph. For every block graph G = (I’, E), we define its 
BC-tree T as follows: T has a node corresponding to each block and each cut vertex of 
G. The nodes of T corresponding to blocks of G are called block nodes and the nodes 
corresponding to cut vertices of G are called cut nodes. We say, a cut node c is 
contained in a block node b if the block represented by b contains c. Every cut node 
c is connected to all block nodes which contain c. 
3.1. Optimal path cover in block graphs 
It is instructive to note that the minimum path cover number for the graph T 
need not be equal to the minimum path cover number of G (Fig. 1). We will assume 
that T is rooted at a cut node. The nodes of Twill be visited in post order traversal. 
For each node CE T, G, denotes the subgraph of G formed by the vertices in the blocks 
represented by descendant block nodes of v except for the vertex w, where w is 
Fig. 1. The optimal path cover number of G is 2. The optimal path cover number of T is 3. 
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the cut vertex u if u is a cut node or the cut vertex U, and the parent of L’ if u is a 
block node. 
Algorithm 2 
(1) Construct the BC-tree T of G and root the tree T at a cut node. 
(2) While the root is not visited Do 
(2.1) For all nodes L’ of T whose children are visited Do 
(2.1.1) If u is a cut node then let bl,b2,...,bk be the children of U. Let 
Pbl,Pb2, ... 3 Phk be the optimal path covers of Ghl, Gbl, . , Gbr, 
respectively. 
If there are paths PA,EP,, and PL,EP~, such that paths PL, and 
PL, end in c’ and c”, respectively, and c’, c~bi and c”, cebj 
then P,. = P,,, v Pbl v ... u(Pb,-P;,)u ‘.’ u(Pb,-P;,)u “‘UP/&u 
(Pi, -c’ -c - c” - Pi,). (See Fig. 2) 
If there is only one such path PAL~P,, then P,.= PbI u Pbr u 
... u(Pb,-P;,)u “’ uPbku(P;L-c’-c). 
Ifthere is no such path then P,=Phl uPb2u ... uPb,u ... u Pbku(c). 
(2.1.2) If u is a block node then, 
let bI, bz, , b, be the non cut vertices in the block represented by 
the block node U. 
If L’ has only one son c then 
If there is a path PI EP, where P is the optimal path 
cover of G, and if PI ends in c 
then P,.=(P-P,)u(P,-c-b, -bz- ... -b,) 
else P,.=Pu(bI-b,- ... -b,). 
else 
Let ci, c2, . , ck be the children of v. Let P,,, P,,, , P,, be the 
optimal path covers of G,, , G,,, . , G,,, respectively. 
Let PI,,,&, . . ..Pltr be the paths that end in vertices 
cil, ciz, , cir, respectively. 
e CUT NODE 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3 
ThenP,=(PI,,-ci,-ci2-P:,2)~(PI,,-ci3-Ci4-PI,~)~ ... u 
(PI,B~~-Ci~-ll~i~-Pllq)u((~c,,~~c,l~”’ UPc,,)-(PILI, 
c,,, ... , Pi,,.) (where q =r or Y- 1, depending upon whether 
r is divisible by 2 or not}. (See Fig. 3) 
If ir is divisible by 2 then P,.=P,u(bI -h,- ... -h,) 
else P,,=P,,u(P,,,-b,-b2- . . . -b,) 
Mark u as visited. 
End for. 
End while. 
We can easily prove the correctness of Algorithm 2 by induction on the number of 
vertices of the given graph [l]. At each step the algorithm processes a node and its 
children. Hence, Algorithm 2 takes only O(n + m) time to find an optimal path cover. 
Theorem 3.1. The optimal puth cover problem can be solved in linear time jbr the class of 
block graphs. 
4. Conclusions 
We have presented linear algorithms for the path cover problem on bipartite 
permutation graphs and block graphs. The earlier polynomial-time algorithms have 
been predominantly using greedy techniques and in our case, for the bipartite 
permutation graphs, we have used greedy methods while, for the block graphs, we 
have used the block cut vertex tree as the tool. The block cut vertex tree has been 
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emerging as a paradigm for solving a number of problems in block graphs [S]. While 
we have been successful in designing polynomial-time algorithms for this problem on 
interval graphs, block graphs etc., it is well known that minimal path cover problem is 
NP-complete even for chordal graphs. Thus, it would be interesting to investigate the 
complexity of the path cover problem on larger classes of graphs and identify 
a sharper dividing line between P- and NP-completeness of this problem across 
different classes of graphs. 
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